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Abstract 

 

Soil reinforcement has increasingly more grow to be a possible choice for 

improving the performance of earth structures under seismic and dynamic 

loading. A diffusion of soil reinforcement techniques were advanced inside the 

beyond a long time; for the duration of which using geosynthetics has 

multiplied appreciably. The fibers could be randomly orientated and uniformly 

disbursed within the soil mass. A evaluation of literature indicated that only a 

few technical research had been carried out in this region. Of course, some of 

researchers have studied and appreciably contributed within the discipline of 

fiber reinforcement in sand, however such studies has been in particular 

restrained to the static loading conditions handiest. This warrants expertise of 

the dynamic behavior of fiber strengthened sand, which other accurately has 

proved to be a very powerful composite material in enhancing the static 

strength characteristics of soil. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Soil reinforcement has increasingly more grow to be a possible choice for improving 

the performance of earth structures under seismic and dynamic loading. A diffusion of 

soil reinforcement techniques were advanced inside the beyond  a long time; for the 

duration of which using geosynthetics has multiplied appreciably. Such strategies 

consist of, as an instance, routinely stabilized earth slopes and partitions. The 
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stabilized earth systems normally encompass continuous reinforcement contributors 

(geotextiles, geogrids or metal straps) placed in layers to hold the designed load via 

the soil-to reinforcement adhesion. The fulfillment of making use of those systems in 

lots of subject applications has been related to a high value due to a conservative 

design technique.similarly discussions and case histories at the merits of the MSE 

systems can be discovered within the literature (Al-Wahab and Al-Qurna, 1995; 

Bonaparte et al., 1987; Freitag, 1986; Maher and gray, 1990; and Richardson and 

Behr, 1988). 

This observes offers with a specific kind of earth reinforcement: mixing character of 

geosynthetic fibers with the soil. The fibers could be randomly orientated and 

uniformly disbursed within the soil mass. A evaluation of literature indicated that only 

a few technical research had been carried out in this region (Al-Qurna, 1990; 

Crockford et al., 1993, El-Kedra, 1990; Freitag, 1986; grey and AI Refeai, 1986; grey 

and Ohashi,1983; Hoare, 1977; Maher, 1988; and McGown et al., 1985).except for 

Maher (1988), these studies had been targeted at the static energy residences of fiber-

bolstered soils. Maher(1988) studied each the static and dynamic conduct of fiber 

reinforced sands. on this have a look at, a fiber-reinforced compacted cohesive soil 

was tested in unconfined compression (static) and resilient (cyclic) loading 

conditions. Collated fibrillated polypropylene fibers were used. Experimental 

consequences offered consist of the unconfined compressive strain-strain curves, and 

relationships between the fiber content (percentage of soil dry weight) and the soil 

compressive power, ductility, longevity, static and dynamic power absorption 

capacities, resilient and permanent strains, resilient modulus and the wide variety of 

cycles to failure. 

Present know-how on the conduct of fiber-bolstered soil composites under dynamic 

masses may be very restrained. So far, most of the research activity on this area has 

been focused on the behavior of these composites below static masses (grey and 

Ohashi 1983; grey and Al-Refeai 1986; Maher 1988; gray and Maher 1989). The 

simplest documented work at the conduct of fiber reinforced sand beneath dynamic 

hundreds is that of Noorany and Uzdavines (1989) and Uzdavines (1987), wherein the 

authors studied the effect of soil reinforcement at the liquefaction potential of 

saturated sand. Noorany and Uzdavines used four distinctive reinforcing elements 

(polypropylene cloth, high-quality metallic-cord mesh, nylon netting, and great 

polypropylene fibers) in nine unique configurations inside the reinforced soil 

specimen. The specimens were saturated and examined beneath cyclic triaxial 

conditions for assessment of their liquefaction resistance. The authors concluded that, 

in contrast to different composite configurations, the specimens strengthened with 

randomly distributed fibers exhibit a relatively higher increase in resistance to 

liquefaction. 

Soil reinforcement is one of the techniques of floor development and reinforcing 

materials of numerous sorts each natural in addition to synthetic are in trend. On this 

context, randomly distributed fiber strengthened sand (RDFS) i.e. sand bolstered with 

exceptionally extensible inclusions has opened up new avenues of studies and been 
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effectively used as an artificial composite fill material providing answers to many 

geotechnical engineering troubles satisfactorily. 

Of course, some of researchers have studied and appreciably contributed within the 

discipline of fibre reinforcement in sand, however such studies has been in particular 

restrained to the static loading conditions handiest. This warrants expertise of the 

dynamic behaviour of fibre strengthened sand, which other accurately has proved to 

be a very powerful composite material in enhancing the static strength characteristics 

of soil. however a very few research has been undertaken in this direction which 

mainly comprise of small scale laboratory models assessments handiest viz. Maher 

and Woods executed laboratory resonant column and torsional shear checks to 

determine the dynamic reaction of randomly distributed fibre reinforced sand, Al-

Refeai and Al-Suhaibani undertook a have a look at to investigate the resilient 

behaviour of polypropylene fibre bolstered sand, Li and Ding  have conducted 

experimental investigations and modelling of non-linear elasticity of fibre 

strengthened soil underneath cyclic loading at small strains and Consoli et al, have 

carried out excessive pressure isotropic compression exams on samples of uniform 

high-quality sand at one-of-a-kind initial precise volumes reinforced with randomly 

dispensed polypropylene fibres. but, studies of dynamic  characteristics by means of 

the usage of large scale model exams like cyclic plate load checks (which give a 

simple approach for assessment of elastic constants) or block resonance checks 

(which simulate greater carefully area situation for device basis) has rarely been 

mentioned in literature. the primary objective of the existing have a look at is to assess 

the reaction parameters and dynamic elastic constants of domestically available river 

sand (Solani river, Roorkee, India) with fibre reinforcement using those massive scale 

model assessments at a relative density of 30%.Block resonance checks have been 

carried out in the laboratory masonry tanks full of each un-bolstered and fiber rein 

forced sand at specific excitation degrees at a particular fiber content (0.5%) for 

evaluation at low-medium stain degree. The cyclic plate load checks were carried out 

in a laboratory steel tank on the identical fiber content for evaluation at excessive 

pressure degrees. In both the instances, similar sector of reinforcement (with respect 

to projection past and intensity under the loaded place) has been followed for the sake 

of comparison. 

The subgrade of toll road or foundation of systems require the special interest of the 

civil engineer when subjected to weight of machine or automobile and the inspiration 

masses are dynamic nature further to static loads. Dynamic evaluation to evaluate the 

response of earth structures to dynamic pressure applications, which includes the ones 

produced by means of device loads, seismic masses and shifting wheel loads are 

locating expanded application in civil engineering practice. As it's miles nicely 

mounted that a foundation weighs numerous times as a lot as a system, a dynamic 

load associated with the shifting parts of a machine is normally small as compared to 

its static load. on this kind of foundation a dynamic load applies repetitively over a 

big time frame but its significance is small, and it is therefore vital that the soil 

conduct be elastic, or else deformation will growth with each cycle of loading till the 

soil turns into nearly unacceptable. similar sort of loading can be anticipated on 
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pavement, the transferring wheel loads are dynamic in nature due to repeated 

application of shifting wheel loads the agreement of soil subgrade will growth with 

every software and finally results in the subgrade failure. In coping with these forms 

of hundreds the co-green of elastic uniform compression of soil Cu is the maximum 

crucial parameter to be determined that can calculated via cyclic –plate -load test in 

the model box. An attempt has been made in this paper to take a look at a point of this 

phenomenon. Inside the current research, two varieties of checks on circular plate 

subjected to Cyclic and static loads are achieved. However, the principle objective of 

the present have a look at is to assess the dynamic elastic constants of domestically to 

be had sand with fiber reinforcement the use of big scale version container. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Assessment of the literature revealed that diverse laboratory investigations were 

carried out on fiber strengthened substances however these investing ations have been 

restrained in their scope and focused on soil reinforcement for again fill.grey.D.H. and 

Al- Refeai (1986),mentioned that the vital confining strain became a characteristic of 

the surface friction residences of fibers and soil. Gabr M.A. and John H. Hart (2000) 

have performed plate load tests and evaluated the elastic modulus of Geogrid–

bolstered sand for special U/b Ratios.grey.D.H. and Ohashi (1983) investigated that 

extended shear energy, increased ductility and reduced publish height strength loss 

because of the inclusion of discrete fibers. The inclusion of discrete fibers accelerated 

both the concord and the perspective of internal friction of the specimen. Gray.D.H 

and Maher.M.H. (1989)  suggested that curvilinear failure envelops for rounded sands 

and bilinear failure envelops for angular sands. They mounted that the failure surface 

of fiber-sand composite became planar and orientated according with the coulomb 

criterion which suggests isotropic reinforcing conduct. Moghaddas Tafreshi.S.N. et al 

(2008) presented the consequences of cyclic – footing – load exams from the 

laboratory – version exams on rectangular footings supported by means of sand 

mattress. The results imply that with increasing the relative density of soil the price of 

Cu increases. Rosa.LSantoni and Steve Webstor (2001) concluded that the inclusion 

of randomly oriented discrete fibers considerably stepped forward the UCC electricity 

of sand and a maximum performance changed into performed at a fiber dosage rate 

between 0.6 and 1% dry weight and the inclusion of up to 8% of silt does no longer 

affect the performance of the fiber reinforcement. Radoslaw .L and Jan Cermak 

(2003) developed a version for prediction of the failure stress in triaxial compression. 

The failure envelop has two segments; a linear component associated with fiber slip, 

and a nonlinear one associated with yielding of the fiber fabric. Rosa L. Santoni. and 

Steve L.Webstor. (2001)  concluded that the inclusion of randomly oriented discrete 

fibers appreciably advanced the UCC electricity of sand. most performance changed 

into done at a fiber dosage charge among 0.6 and 1% dry weight and subsequently, 

the inclusion of up to 8% of silt does not have an effect on the performance of the 

fiber reinforcement. Ranjan et al (1996)  suggested that reinforcement of medium 

sand became much less effective than fine sand. 
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INVESTIGATIONS 

In recent years, more and more geosynthetic materials have been introduced as 

engineering materials and widely applied in earthquake and geotechnical engineering. 

Geofiber is one of many types of synthetic materials being used to enhance 

engineering properties of soils by providing extra resistance of shear and tensile 

stress. Soil reinforced with geofiber can be considered as a composite material. 

Studies on mechanical behavior of soils with geofiber reinforcement are 

comparatively new when compared to other research fields. Various investigations on 

soils reinforced with short geofiber have been conducted by some researchers and 

manufactures. The roots of surface vegetation contribute to the stability of slopes by 

adding strength (Wu et al., 1988; Ekanayake and Phillips, 2002; Greenwood et al., 

2004; Danjon et al., 2007). Monotonic loading in shear box tests, consolidated and 

drained triaxial compression tests have shown that shear strength is increased and 

post-peak strength loss is reduced when discrete fibers are mixed with the soil (Gray 

and Ohashi,1983; Maher and Ho, 1994; Yetimoglu and Salbas, 2003; Ibraim and 

Fourmont, 2007, among others). The important influence of fibre orientation on the 

mechanical response of fiber reinforced soils has been experimentally investigated in 

tests with controlled orientations of fibers (Palmeira and Milligan, 1989; 

Micha1owski and Cermak, 2002). Triaxial compression tests under drained and 

undrained conditions indicate that the shear strength parameters of the soil-fibre 

mixture (i.e. Φ′ and c′) can be improved significantly (Ahmad et al, 2010). Direct 

shear tests suggest that fibre inclusions introduce an apparent cohesion intercept to the 

soil in the dry state, which remains almost unchanged by an increase in water content. 

The peak friction angle was expressed as a function of the relative density of sand for 

both reinforced and unreinforced cases (Lovisa et al, 2010). Triaxial compression and 

extension tests show that the shear strength increases due to the fibers in triaxial 

extension test was significantly smaller than the strength increases in the triaxial 

compression test for both undrained and drained loading conditions (Chen, 2010). 

Unconfined compression tests and suction indicate that fiber insertion in the cemented 

soil, causes an increase in unconfined compression strength and the voids/cement 

ratio is a good parameter in the evaluation of the unconfined compressive strength of 

the fiber-reinforced and unreinforced cemented soil (Consoli et al, 2010). Loading 

tests results that the cross polypropylene fibers can be considered as a good earth 

reinforcement material especially at fiber content of 0.5%. (Abuel-Maaty, A.E, 2010). 

Laboratory and some in situ pilot test results (Al Refeai, 1991; Zornberg, 2002; 

Consoli et al., 2007, 2009; Singh Chauhan et al., 2008) have led to encouraging 

conclusions concerning the potential use of flexible fibres for the reinforcement of 

fine granular materials providing an artificial replication of the effects of vegetation. 

Monotonic loading in triaxial compression tests have shown that For a particular soil, 

reinforcement, loading conditions and confining pressure, an optimum sand layer 

thickness exists which gives the maximum benefit. The provision of thicker sand 

layers will not lead to further improvement in the performance of the system 

(Unnikrishnan,.Rajagopal and Krishnaswamy., 2002). Cyclic loading in triaxial tests 

have shown that shear modulus of reinforced soil is significantly affected by multiple 

factors such as fiber content, confining pressure and loading repetition and as well as 
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shear strain .Shear modulus of fiber-reinforced soil increases with increasing of fiber 

content and confining pressure, and decreases with increase of loading repetition (Li 

and Ding., 2002; Li., 2003). Studies on liquefaction resistance of reinforced soils have 

shown that the fiber inclusions increase the number of cycles required to cause 

liquefaction during undrained loading (Noorany and Uzdavines, 1989; Maher and 

Woods, 1990; Krishnaswamy and Isaac, 1994). This study aims to investigate the 

effect of random distribution of polypropylene fiber on strength of clayey sand. The 

effect of different contents of fiber and moisture on unconfined compression strength 

(UCS), and also interaction of fiber and moisture (the role of moisture content in 

relation to the effect of fiber on UCS and vice versa) are studied and analyzed. 

H.N Ramesh et.al performed the experiment were achieved in a nicely stiffened 

rectangular metal tank in particular fabricated in this form of manner that its period is 

5 instances that of the diameter of the plate. Static and Cyclic plate load assessments 

have been finished as in keeping with IS 5249:1992. All of the checks have been 

accomplished on the version container the use of 300 mm dia spherical plate. The 

load deflection values have been recorded by utilizing incremental masses via the 

hydraulic jack. From static plate load test the modulus of sub grade response is 

acquired, and from Cyclic Plate Load test, the co-efficient of elasticity and uniform 

compression of soil Cu is obtained, both these  parameters are important in designing 

the pavement and structures.From this have a look at it became observed that, the 

static bearing capacity increases and the  values decreases by means of fiber 

reinforcement, the dynamic characteristics of sand may be changed by way of 

reinforcing fibers. Co efficient of Elasticity and Uniform compression Cu and CBR 

increases with the advent of fiber reinforcement.  The sand fiber composites have both 

a curved linear or a bilinear failure Envelop. The Modulus of subgrade response (ok) 

is extra in fiber reinforced sand than unreinforced sand  

M. R. Samal conducted the studies at the sand from the neighborhood Solani river 

was used for all of the checks and the fibre used became fibrillated polypropylene 

fibres manufactured through Propex concrete structures, united states of america. The 

houses of the sand in un-reinforced condition and as sand fibre composite was 

determined by way of popular dry sieving as well as triaxial check as according to 

relevant Indian requirements. The period of the fibre used became 40mm and 

fibrillated kind, because in literature fibrillated fibres in the range of 40-60mm 

duration were shown to present higher consequences as reinforcement and longer 

duration of fibre poses problem in mixing. 

All the assessments (each reinforced and un-reinforced) had been accomplished on 

the relative density of 30% to assess the effect of fibre reinforcement as it is greater 

effective in unfastened state. The fiber reinforced specimen changed into prepared by 

way of spreading sand and calculated quantity of fibre (at a fiber content of fc=0.5%) 

at the ground and hand blending, so as to offer a uniform blend. The sand or the sand 

fibre composite turned into deposited inside take a look at tanks in layers of small 

thickness. Aluminium body walls were used to provide RDFS in confined zones 

inside which the composite substances were located and compacted to the required 

density after which the partitions were steadily taken out. 
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The block resonance exams have been achieved in a laboratory masonry tank of 1.6m 

x 1.2m x1.2m with the supply of chain pulley association for lifting the take a look at 

block assembly. Forced vibration assessments had been carried out through exciting 

the check block (made of M20 grade of concrete of length 800mm x 400mm x 

400mm) through a mechanical oscillator (1800 kgf capacity) run through D.C. motor 

(3 H.P.) and the frequency and the amplitude of vibration had been measured with the 

aid of acceleration select UPS.  Suitably installed on blocks and recorded through NI 

DAQ information acquisition system. The force level of excitation becomes varied by 

using varying the eccentricity settings of the oscillator and for every time, the block 

become located over freshly organized specimen of sand or RDFS by means of lifting 

the block-oscillator-motor meeting.  

A rigid metallic tank of length 1.2m x1.2mx zero.6m fabricated beneath an elevation 

adjustable loading frame of a 100 kN capability and a mechanical jack became used 

for appearing cyclic plate load test. The tests had been completed on organized sand 

or RDFS sample with a steel rectangular footing of length 200mm x 200mm x 25mm 

thick machined to easy faces. The burden on the take a look at footing become 

implemented by the mechanical jack and measured through calibrated proving 

earrings of required capability outfitted with plunger via ball and socket association. 

The settlement of the test footing become measured by using four dial gauges 

established on vertical studs constant to the corners of the plate. 

The pinnacle of the sand or RDFS sample turned into properly leveled on which the 

footing become positioned in function for testing and the load was applied in 

increments and launched by way of rotating the handle of the jack. Vertical vibration 

checks were done on sand pattern with out and with fiber reinforcement various 

parameters like pressure degree (which in turn implies the strain degree) via 3 settings 

of eccentricity values of oscillator Fiber reinforcement were provided in a restrained 

sector below the check block such that projection of the strengthened quarter past 

edges of the block were B/2 and the depth of reinforcement beneath the block = B, 

where B= width of the test block. This dimension of reinforcement zone becomes 

decided on from the attention of powerful strain bulb beneath the test block. as a 

consequence in total six wide variety of block resonance exams were carried out at 

low-medium stress stage. 

 Cyclic plate load exams had been finished on a 200mm square footing on the relative 

density of 30% on both un-reinforced and fiber strengthened sand. In this case also a 

similar region of reinforcement become provided under the test footing (steel plate) 

such that the projection of reinforced zone changed into identical to half of the width 

of the footing and the intensity of reinforcement identical to width of the take a look 

at block. For this reason in overall quantity of cyclic plate load tests had been 

performed at excessive strain level. 

The essential conclusions based totally in this have a look at have been with fiber 

reinforcement, the resonant frequency decreases and maximum amplitude will 

increase. Each the damping ratio î and the coefficient of elasticity and uniform 

compression Cu decreases with the introduction of fibre reinforcement however this 
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decrease isn't always enormous. The static bearing capacity will increase and the 

settlement values decreases with the aid of fiber reinforcement. Stress stage has a 

decreasing impact on the value of Cu however this is not appreciable. 

Consequently, in seismically energetic zones and for the structures probably to be 

subjected to vibrations, the RDFS is to be carefully and judiciously used taking into 

account the boom in amplitude or lower of Cu values after weighing in opposition to 

the improvement of performance in static case. 

The shear modulus, G, and damping ratio, D, of RDFS composites have been 

measured by both resonant-column and torsional shear strategies. There’s giant 

literature on each resonant-column and torsional shear equipment and techniques 

(Hardin and Richart 1963; Hardin and Drnevich 1972; Drnevich 1978, 1985; Woods 

1978). This equipment was used to offer shear strain amplitudes ranging from 10~4 to 

ten~2% and 10~2 to 3%, respectively. 

A greater designated description of the specific sort of resonant-column and torsional 

shear equipment utilized by Mohamad H. Maher. Specific sorts of high-amplitude, 

resonant-column equipment had been used in this have a look at. They were  lengthy-

Tor, designed and constructed by means of Soil Dynamics units, Inc. and Toss, 

designed and constructed by means of Ray (1983).  

Wu (1983) confirmed that high-amplitude cycling reasons a temporary discount in the 

low-amplitude shear modulus. This discount might be regained with time so long as 

no additional excessive amplitude cycles had been implemented. the existing take a 

look at showed Wu's finding, and with the aid of following his technique, an 

approximate restoration time c program language period became set up between each 

increasing strain-amplitude size. consequently, after every size, a time frame turned 

into allotted to permit the low-amplitude G to attain its preceding recorded stage after 

which the subsequent better cycle turned into implemented (and so on).  The inclusion 

of fibers has a vast influence at the dynamic reaction of sand, specifically; shear 

modulus, G, and damping ratio, D. This have an effect on is normally a feature of 

certain parameters (i.e., cyclic shearing-strain amplitude and confining pressure) and 

fiber residences (i.e., content, orientation, component ratio, and modulus). The 

following are the primary conclusions of this take a look at of the reaction of a 

randomly disbursed, fiber-reinforced sand below dynamic loads. An growth in 

shearing-strain amplitude, ended in more effective fiber contribution to elevated shear 

modulus, but decreased the fiber contribution to damping. An growth in confining 

strain, generally led to much less effective fiber contribution to shear modulus, and 

had no big effect on fiber contribution to damping. Shear moduli of fiber-reinforced 

sand specimens had been maximum while subjected to isotropic confining stresses 

inside the range of three-10 psi (21-48 kPa).Inclusion of fibers, which stiffens sand 

and constrains particle reorientation, greatly reduces the huge-amplitude prestraining 

outcomes on the shear modulus at low stress amplitudes. Inclusion of fibers has no 

vast affect on the impact of the number of the cycles of straining on the dynamic 

response (i.e., shear modulus and damping) of sand.both shear modulus and damping 

increase about linearly with an growing quantity of fiber to approximately 4%, then 
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generally tend to technique an asymptotic top restriction at approximately five% of 

fiber content material by way of weight. At better fiber contents, the reinforcing or 

stiffening consequences are offset by using a lower in com-posite density and a 

dilution or lack of interparticle friction among the sand grains themselves. Randomly 

disbursed fibers in a sand-fiber composite have an anticipated orientation of 90° with 

appreciate to the plane of shear in resonant-column and torsional shear assessments. 

This turned into hooked up by way of obtaining similar dynamic responses for sands 

reinforced with randomly allotted fibers and with fibers orientated vertically to the 

shear plane. An increase in fiber component ratio, L/d, ended in greater powerful fiber 

contribution to the dynamic response of sand (i.e., shear modulus and damping). An 

boom in fiber modulus, E, led to multiplied fiber contribution to shear modulus of the 

sand-fiber composite. This have an effect on changed into extra mentioned at lower 

strains. The impact of fiber modulus on damping for the modulus variety tested 

changed into insignificant. 

R.M. AI Wahab and G. B. Heckel investigated on fiber reinforced soil. The soil-fiber 

mixture become compacted in 3 equal layers in mold using a manually operated 

rammer. All specimens have been compacted at a median dry density of 16.19 kN/m3 

and a mean moisture content material of 18.2 %,respectively; close to the most dry 

densities and OMCs of the soil at distinct fiber contents. The range of blows required 

to acquire the common density extended with the growth in fiber content . At each 

fiber content, three compacted cylindrical specimens had been prepared; one was used 

for unconfined compressive trying out, one for resilient modulus testing, and one was 

used as a backup specimen for repeating either test as wanted. The compacted 

specimens have been extruded from the mold using a hydraulic sample extruder and 

had been straight away sealed in an airtight plastic bag to be ready for checking out in 

a while the equal day. At fiber contents of 0.4 % and greater, the mechanical mixing 

method did now not produce a uniform fiber distribution. In these instances extra 

hand mixing was essential to ensure as unifo~ fiber distribution as feasible. also, in 

the course of compaction, fibers have been observed to build up between the 

compacted layers.To avoid this hassle, the extra hand mixing turned into followed by 

using squeezing the soil-fiber blend for every layer previous to placement in the 

mould. 

Resilient modulus trying out changed into conducted on soil specimens with 0 %, 0.2 

%, 0.4 %, zero.7 %, and 1.0 % fibers. The testing apparatus shown on discern i used 

to be used in this examine. The test procedure defined via Thompson and Robnett 

(1976) was additionally followed in this study. Because of gadget limitations, the L 

VDT position become reset during the check to allow for improved sample 

deformations at excessive masses. LVDT resetting took about 25 seconds which did 

not have an effect on the accuracy of the check.  The axial stress turned into adjusted 

for the changes within the specimen move-sectional location resulting from the 

everlasting traces inside the specimen. 

The use of randomly orientated, individual polypropylene fibers in a compacted 

cohesive soil expanded the soil unconfined compressive power, ductility, sturdiness, 

static and dynamic energy absorption capacities, the resilient stress and the variety of 
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cycles to failure. The fibers decreased the soil resilient modulus (due to boom in 

resilient strain) and the permanent stress. Primarily based on the findings above, it 

seems that fibers could be maximum useful whilst used in earth structures challenge 

to seismic or dynamic loading. However, due to the fact fibers reduced the soil 

resilient modulus in this study, the use of fibers alone in subgrade soils might not be 

beneficial from a pavement layout perspective. The authors endorse that further 

studies be conducted to better signify the dynamic behavior of fiber-bolstered soils. 

Experimental investigations and modeling of unconfined compression power of fiber-

reinforced clayey sand below static loading had been conducted by means of Farhad 

Hassan Beigi  and  Abbas  Qhadimi .The investigations consist of three aspects. First, 

a chain of unconfined compression tests had been performed on specimens with 

distinctive fiber and moisture contents. The effect of fiber and moisture contents on 

unconfined compression energy (UCS) and E were studied and analyzed. 

The unconfined compression tests had been carried out on samples with three special 

moisture contents of 6.5%, eight.5% (same to most excellent moisture) and 10.5% 

with unique dry density acquired from Proctor compaction take a look at Cylindrical 

samples with 37 mm in diameter and eighty mm top were used. The fiber-reinforced 

and unreinforced compacted soil specimens have been prepared via hand-mixing dry 

soil, water and polypropylene fibers.  

The assessments were conducted the usage of an unconfined compression equipment 

observed the ASTM code D2166-87. The charge of displacement adopted changed 

into 1 mm/min. Soil specimens had been organized in four organizations with special 

geofiber content zero, 0.5, 1 and 1.5% in three special moisture contents 6.5, 8.5 and 

10.5% . It should be referred to that the unconfined compression exams were carried 

out for moisture content 8.5% until electricity reached reinforcement in behavior of 

soil after most electricity its most fee. whereas, tests changed into continued after 

height of curve in moisture conents 6.5 and 10.five% to assessment the impact of 

reinforcement in behavior of soil after maximum electricity. to its most fee. while, 

exams become persevered after height of curve in moisture contents 6.5 and 10.5 % to 

assessment the impact of reinforcement in conduct of soil after most strength. 

From the information supplied in this research, the subsequent conclusions may be 

made. The fiber insertion reasons a growth in UCS in the clayey sand. The fiber 

insertion reasons an increase in E for moisture contents premier and better, while in 

moisture content lower than choicest, reasons an lower in E .The fiber insertion 

reasons that ductility of soils with low moisture content material increasing and abrupt 

failure in those soils is fade however do now not have sensible position in growing of 

UCS. Strength loss is reduced whilst discrete fibers are mixed with soil. In most 

fulfilling moisture content material for low fiber contents in soil (about 1%), fibers 

have the most impact on increasing of UCS and this impact is extra big in moisture 

content material extra than most reliable when fibers had been step by step multiplied. 

function of fibers at the growing of E in premiere moisture content is more realistic 

than other moisture contents. In engineering designs for increase of issue safety of 

performance of fiber, in most desirable moisture content material, fibers delivered to 
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soil. In this research two models were represented to estimate UCS and E as features 

of moisture and fiber content material on clayey sand soil beneath monotonic loading 

that gives a convenient and beneficial device for evaluation of static behavior of fiber-

strengthened soil and its applications to engineering layout. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The static bearing capacity increases and the settlement values decreases by fiber 

reinforcement, the dynamic characteristics of sand can be modified by reinforcing 

fibers. 

With fibre reinforcement, the resonant frequency decreases and maximum amplitude 

increases. Both the damping ratio î and the coefficient of elastic uniform compression 

Cu decreases with the introduction of fibre reinforcement but this decrease is not 

significant. The static bearing capacity increases and the settlement values decrease 

by fibre reinforcement. 

An increase in fiber modulus,E, resulted in increased fiber contribution to shear 

modulus of the sand-fiber composite. This influence was more pronounced at lower 

strains. The effect of fiber modulus on damping for the modulus range tested was 

insignificant. 

The fiber insertion causes an increase in UCS in the clayey sand. The fiber insertion 

causes an increase in E for moisture contents optimum and higher, whereas in 

moisture content lower than optimum, causes an decrease in young’s modulus. 

The fiber insertion causes that ductility of soils with low moisture content increasing 

and abrupt failure in these soils is fade but do not have sensible role in increasing of 

UCS. Strength loss is reduced when discrete fibers are mixed with soil. 
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